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Observation of a Zero-Energy Resonance in Cs-Cs Collisions
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(Received 28 January 1997)

We measure the cross section fors-wave collisions of Cs atoms in a magnetic trap. From t
relaxation of the atomic cloud towards thermal equilibrium, we infer that the cross section vari
1yT over the temperature rangeT  5 60 mK. It takes at each measured temperature the maxim
allowed value for polarized bosons. This indicates a zero-energy resonance generated by a bo
virtual state less than5 mK from the dissociation threshold. [S0031-9007(97)03677-6]

PACS numbers: 34.50.Pi, 03.75.Fi, 05.30.Jp, 32.80.Pj
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During the past few years ultracold binary atomic co
lisions have gained a renewed and broad interest si
they play a key role in the understanding of the prope
ties of Bose-Einstein condensates [1–3], the ultimate p
cision of atomic clocks [4], and some experimental tes
of time reversal invariance [5]. A detailed knowledge o
the atomic collision processes is essential for those
plications, either to correct for their effects as in atom
clocks, or to take benefit of them as in evaporative cooli
[6], which remains the only demonstrated route to Bos
Einstein condensation of dilute atomic gases.

The case of the cesium atom is of particular intere
since it is at the basis of primary time and frequency sta
dards. Collisions between cold133Cs atoms have already
been the subject of several studies, the results of wh
have been sometimes complementary [4,7,8], sometim
contradictory [9]. In this Letter we investigate the ela
tic collisions between fully polarized ultracold Cs atom
for temperaturesT between5 and60 mK. We observe
a strong variation of the corresponding cross sections,
with a 1yT dependence. For these values ofT , we are
concerned only with binarys-wave scattering [10]. Col-
lisions with odd angular momental (such asp wave) are
forbidden for polarized identical bosons, while collision
with even l $ 2 (e.g., d waves) have a negligible ef-
fect at these ultralow temperatures. We find that, ov
the whole temperature range, the measureds is equal
(within the experimental uncertainty) to8pyk2, where
k is the relative wave vector of the colliding atoms
This result, equal to the maximum allowed value fo
s-wave scattering, is a signature of a zero-energy re
nance [11,12].

The experiments described below consist in prepar
an atomic sample in a magnetic trap with a nontherm
distribution. The average energy per atom is selected
using a chirped radio-frequency magnetic field to eje
energetic atoms from the trap. We then measure
relaxation time towards equilibrium under the influenc
of elastic collisions. We finally compare our data wit
a Monte Carlo simulation of the collisional dynamics o
the cloud, from which we extract the value of the cro
section for elastic collisions [7,13].
0031-9007y97y79(4)y625(4)$10.00
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We use a time-averaged orbiting potential (TOP) ma
netic trap [14]. It is obtained by superposing a sta
quadrupole field and a uniform rotating field. Two coi
with opposite current produce the quadrupole field, with
magnetic gradient2b0 in the x-y (horizontal) plane and
2b0 along thez (vertical) axis. Two orthogonal pairs o
Helmoltz coils induce a horizontal rotating field, with a
amplitudeB0. The field zero then rotates on a horizon
tal circle with radiusR0  B0yb0. For a particle with a
magnetic momentm antiparallel to the local field$B, the
time-averaged potential is minimal at the center of t
quadrupole. It is harmonic around this point with sprin
constants satisfyingkx  ky  kzy8  mb02y2B0.

To obtain both a long lifetime of the trapped samp
and a short loading time, we use a double cell syst
which has been described in detail elsewhere [15]. In
upper cell, the pressure (essentially due to Cs vapor
on the order of1028 torr while in the lower cell, located
70 cm below, it is at least 2 orders of magnitude le
The experimental sequence is as follows: during 2 s
collect ,108 atoms in a magneto-optical trap (MOT) i
the upper cell. The trap light and the magnetic fie
are then switched off; the atoms fall into the lower ce
where they are recaptured in a second MOT with 30
efficiency. A further compression, obtained by rampin
b0 from 10 to 60 Gycm, leads to a peak density o
2 3 1011 cm23 before the light is turned off [16]. Once
B0 is set to 15 G, the atoms are optically pumped in
the Zeeman substatejF  m  4l with a 90% efficiency,
using five 40 ms pulses of circularly polarized ligh
synchronized with the field rotation (frequency 5 kHz
For this fully polarized state,m equals the Bohr magneton
The quadrupole is then ramped up to its maximum va
b0  125 Gycm, obtained at a current of 50 A. Th
resulting trap frequencies arenx  ny  24 Hz andnz 
66 Hz and the potential depth, calculated from the cen
up to the zero field orbit is260 mK. At this stage
2.5 3 107 atoms are trapped. After some rapid loss
(,5 s) due to the escape of the most energetic ato
which pass beyond the field zero orbit and undergo
flip of their magnetic moment (Majorana transition), w
obtain 1.5 3 107 atoms in the TOP, with a peak densit
© 1997 The American Physical Society 625
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of 1.5 3 1010 cm23 and a temperature of60 mK. The
trap lifetime is 70 s for this cloud, and it reaches 100
for smaller samples for which Majorana transitions a
negligible. At these low atomic densities, losses d
to dipolar relaxation and three-body recombination a
negligible [17].

The detection is made by an absorption imaging te
nique. With the TOP trap on, a40 ms pulse of circu-
larly polarized light propagating along they axis and
parallel with the instantaneous centralB field illuminates
the atoms. The light is resonant with the closed tran
tion j6S1y2, F  m  4l ! j6P3y2, F  m  5l and its
intensity is 10% of the saturation intensityIs for this tran-
sition (Is  1.1 mWycm2). The shadow of the cloud is
imaged on the CCD array of a camera. This gives acc
to the column density

R
nsx, y, zd dy, wherensx, y, zd is

the spatial density. We can then deduce the total nu
ber of atoms and, assuming a Gaussian spatial distribu
with cylindrical symmetry alongz, the densitynsx, y, zd.
In this interpretation of shadow images, we take into a
count the spatial variations of the magnetic field amplitu
and the angle between the propagation axis of the imag
beam and the local atomic polarization.

Once the atoms are loaded in the TOP trap, we perfo
a forced evaporation using a radio-frequency field. T
induces transitions between the various Zeeman subs
m  4 ! m  3 ! · · · m  24 leading to the escape
of resonant atoms out of the trap. Because of
spatial variation of the Zeeman shifts the correspond
resonance condition is satisfied on a surface depend
on the rf frequencyn. This evaporation surface has th
shape of a barrel; it can be approximated by a verti
cylinder of radiusRe such thatgmBsB0 1 Reb0d  hn,
whereg  1y4 is the Landé factor [6].

This ejection of high energy atoms is performed
sweeping down linearly the frequencyn for 10 s. This
duration is short enough that the thermalization of t
cloud during evaporation is only partial at our atomic de
sities. The initial valueni  10.5 MHz is chosen so that
the evaporation radiusRe is equal toR0. The final value
nf is varied from9.5 to 6.125 MHz [20]. We then de-
termine the rms widths alongx and z, Dx and Dz, by
a Gaussian fit of the spatial distributions obtained by a
sorption imaging. Although a Gaussian spatial distrib
tion is expected only for thermalized clouds, we find th
it fits all experimental data well with no appreciable sy
tematic deviation. The resulting clouds have a final to
energy per atomE  2kxDx2 1 kzDz2 which we varied
between3kB 3 53 mK and 3kB 3 5.3 mK by adjusting
nf . Because of the cylindrical geometry of the evapo
tion surface the atomic distribution just after evaporati
has an ellipticitye  DxyDz smaller than the equilibrium
value2

p
2.

Once the cloud is prepared with the desired energy,
stop the rf evaporation and let the cloud thermalize in
TOP potential for an adjustable durationt before taking
626
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an image. The evolution of the energy per atomE as a
function of t is given in Fig. 1(a) for the three example
nf  6.25 MHz, nf  7.75 MHz, and nf  9.50 MHz.
For the two lower values ofnf , E is remarkably constant,
indicating that heating processes due to collisions w
the background gas are negligible at this level of acc
racy. For clouds with a high initial energy per atom, w
observe a slight decrease ofE with time. We interpret
this phenomenon as a residual evaporation atR0, which
is confirmed by the numerical integration of the trappe
atom motion (see below). The temporal evolution of th
ellipticity is given in Fig. 1(b), again for the three fina
evaporation frequencies specified above. We model t
evolution using an exponential law, from which we de
duce the relaxation timetR and the asymptotic ellipticity
e`. For the smallest cloud,Ey3kB  5.3 6 0.6 mK and
ns0d  s7.5 6 2.0d 3 109 cm23 and we findtR  5 s.
This value increases up to 27 s for the largest cloud,
which Ey3kB  53 6 2 mK and ns0d  s10.0 6 2.5d 3

109 cm23.
To make sure that the relaxation of the ellipticity is du

to elastic collisions between trapped atoms and not to
harmonic mixing between thex, y, and z motions, we
have reduced the initial atomic density by a factor of
keeping a constant temperature. The measured relaxa
time is then increased by a factor of 3, within the e
perimental uncertainty (10% for relative measurement
while it should be constant if the observed relaxation w
due to anharmonic mixing. This is confirmed by the fa
that the shortest relaxation times are obtained for the co
est and smallest clouds, for which anharmonicity effec
play the least role.

The parametere` ranges between 2.5 and 2.8; th
lowest values are obtained for the longesttR ’s. This
slight deviation from2

p
2 also appears in the numerica

simulation whentR becomes non-negligible compare
to the lifetime of the trap. In this case, the collisio

FIG. 1. Temporal evolution of the energy of the trappe
sample. The lines are linear fits; (±) nf  6.25 MHz, EykB 
6.7 mK; (≤) nf  7.75 MHz, EykB  24.5 mK; (¶) nf 
9.5 MHz, EykB  53 mK. (b) Temporal evolution of the ellip-
ticity of the trapped cloud. The lines are exponential fits to t
data; (±) nf  6.25 MHz, tR  7.7 s, n̄  2.28 3 109 cm23;
(≤) nf  7.75 MHz, tR  8.4 s, n̄  5.51 3 109 cm23; (¶)
nf  9.5 MHz, tR  27.4 s, n̄  3.46 3 109 cm23.
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rates drop as the number of atoms decreases, leadin
a modification of the asymptotic ellipticity.

We now relate the measured value fortR to the
collision cross sections between trapped atoms. I
s was constant over the relevant temperature ran
one would gettR . 2.7ygc, where the collision rate
gc equalsn̄sȳ; the average density is defined byn̄ R

n2s$rd d3ry
R

ns$rd d3r and ȳ is 4skBTypMd1y2, where
M is the atomic mass. The factor 2.7 results from
Monte Carlo analysis of the relaxation process [7,21]. W
have therefore plotted in Fig. 2 the quantitysn̄ȳtRd21 as a
function of temperature, which should be a constant (eq
to sy2.7) in the hypothesis of a constants.

The results in Fig. 2 clearly show thatsn̄ȳtRd21 varies
strongly with temperature. We interpret this as a signatu
of a rapid increase ofs when the relative velocity
yr  2h̄kyM of the colliding atoms decreases. Fo
s-wave scattering, this effect occurs when the atom-ato
interaction potential is such that the last bound state
close to the dissociation limit, or when there exists
virtual state close to this limit. In both cases, the cro
sections is maximal for a zero colliding energy [11,12
and it varies as

sskd 
8pa2

1 1 k2a2 , (1)

wherea is the scattering length.
To check this hypothesis of resonant scattering we ha

performed a numerical simulation of the evolution of th
atomic cloud, assuming the maximal cross section
s-wave scattering of polarized bosonssmaxskd  8pyk2.
In the simulation, the residual evaporation atR0 mentioned
above is included and the collisions are treated using
method described in [21]. At each time stepdt, the atomic
positions are discretized in cubic cells whose volumedV is
chosen small enough in order to limit the average numb
of atoms per cell to a value much below 1. If two atom

FIG. 2. The experimentally determined quantitysn̄ȳtRd21

(full circles) is plotted as a function of the average collisio
energy. The solid line represents the result of a Monte Ca
simulation without any adjustable parameters assuming
maximum cross section fors-wave scattering.
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are localized in the same cell at a given time, a collisio
may occur with a probabilitydtsmaxskdyrydV . The
relative velocity after collision is chosen randomly wit
an isotropic distribution, as required fors-wave collisions.
We use Gaussian distributions for the initial positions a
velocities, with rms values equal to the experimental on
We fit the temporal evolution of the ellipticity determine
from the rms sizes inx, y, andz by an exponential law, as
for the experimental data.

The result of the simulation is plotted as the solid lin
in Fig. 2. We findsn̄ȳtRd21 , 8.310211yT cm2, where
T is measured inmK; this can be writtentR , 10.7ygc,
where gc  128n̄h̄2yȳM2 for this velocity-dependent
cross section. The reason for which the thermalizati
now requires on average 10.7 collisions instead of 2
is that most collisions now occur between atoms havi
a small relative velocity, which has little impact on th
relaxation towards equilibrium.

The experimental data are clearly in good agreem
with these predictions. We therefore observe a ze
energy resonance corresponding to either a virtual st
or to a bound state whose binding energy is smal
than our lowest temperature5 mK [22]. The scattering
length a is negative in the first case and positive i
the second. Our experimental results allow us to pu
lower bound on the absolute valuejaj; if we were to
interpret the thermalization of our coldest cloud as bei
due to a constant cross section, we would gets0  5 3

10211 cm2, corresponding to a scattering lengtham 
6260a0, wherea0 is the Bohr radius. Since the set o
data sketched in Fig. 2 indicates that the productn̄ȳtR

has not yet reached its zero temperature value, we
conclude that the real scattering length satisfiesjaj .

jamj. This value is notably larger than those measur
for other fully polarized alkalis, e.g.,110a0 for 87Rb [24]
or 227a0 for 7Li [25].

We now briefly compare our measurements with pre
ous results on collisional effects for ultracold Cs atom
Using a technique similar to the present one, Monr
et al. [7] have found forjF  3, m  23l atoms a cross
sections  0.15 3 10211 cm2 independent ofT in the
range30 250 mK. This is of the same order as our highe
temperature data. At a much lower temperature (0.9 mK),
Gibbleet al. [8] have measured the relaxation of a narro
velocity distribution of atoms in thejF  3, m  0l state
colliding with atoms distributed among thejF  4, ml
states, resulting ins  4 3 10211 cm2. That experiment
dealt with unpolarized atoms, for which Bose statisti
plays little role. Therefore this result is also consiste
with our low temperature data since, for polarized boson
atoms, the cross section is increased by a factor of 2 w
respect to distinguishable particles. Although a detail
comparison between those various results is made d
cult since they deal with different ground state subleve
such an increase of the elastic cross section (a factor o
between [7] and [8]) may be understood in view of ou
627
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observation of a zero-energy resonance. More indir
measurements, based on collisional frequency shifts
an atomic fountain [4,10], have led to2200a0 , a ,

21100a0 for atoms in thejF  m  4l state [10] (see
also [26]), which is consistent with our results.

To summarize we have observed a zero-energy re
nance in thes-wave scattering of fully polarized cesium
atoms. The cross section increases by a factor of,10
between50 and 5 mK, reaching the universal maximum
values  8pyk2 for polarized bosons. This rapid var
ation should have important consequences on the eva
rative cooling of a cesium cloud down to the degener
regime. First it should facilitate the achievement of t
runaway evaporation regime [6], in which the collision ra
stays at least constant as the temperature of the cloud
creases. Also the sign ofa is an important feature for the
stability of a Bose-Einstein condensate [27]. It is notew
thy that the existence of either a virtual or bound state v
close to the dissociation limit should facilitate the contr
of both the size and the sign of the scattering length
weak, off-resonant laser light [28–30].
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